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Abstract: In the problem of testing equality of scale of two distributions a rank test should be 
preferred over the F-test if it is not sure that the distributions involved are normal. However, if 
in addition the distributions may also differ in location, it becomes necessary to first adjust he 
observations, and the rank test will then at best be asymptotically distribution-free, ven if 
normality holds after all. In this paper it is demonstrated how using Helmert's transformation 
for the adjustment of the observations leads to a rank test which is exact under normality and 
asymptotically distribution-free otherwise. 
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1. Introduction 
Let )(1, . . . ,  Xm and Xm÷ 1, "", Xn be two samples from continuous distribution 
functions (df's) F((x-lz)/a) and F((x- v)/r), respectively, where p, v, a and r are 
unknown parameters. Suppose we are interested in testing the hypothesis H0 that 
the scale parameters a and r are equal. First assume that/z = v. If moreover we can 
assume that F= ~, where ~ stands for the standard normal df, then the classical 
F-test can be applied. However, it is well known that if there is any doubt about 
this normality assumption, the F-test, which is not even asymptotically distribution- 
free, should not be used (see e.g. Lehmann (1975), p. 102). In that case a rank test, 
which is distribution-free for H0, should be preferred. Its statistic can be written as 
N 
W~v= ~, aN(Rj), (1.1) 
j=ra+ l 
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in which R1,..., RN are  the ranks of (X1,..., XN) and the aN(i ) are  either the exact 
or the approximate scores generated from a function J on (0, 1), that is 
aN(i) =EJ(Ui:N) or aN(i ) =J(N-+-i-) (1.2) 
where U~ :u< "'" < UN:N are order statistics of a sample of size N from the uniform 
distribution on (0, 1). For given F, the best choice of J is (cf. H~tjek and Sid~ik 
(1967), p. 69) 
JF(t)= -- 1-F-l(t)f '(F- l(t))/f(F-1(t)),  (1.3) 
where f '  is the derivative of the density f of F and F-1 is the inverse of F. For 
F=~ we can use J r=(¢~- l )  2, which leads through (1.2) to the Capon and Klotz 
tests, respectively. These tests have asymptotic relative efficiency (ARE) 1 with 
respect o the F-test under normality. 
Next we drop the assumption that p = v. For the classical case it is well known 
how to overcome this frequently occurring complication: replace p and v by the cor- 
responding sample means and apply the F-test with (m - 1, N -m - 1) rather than 
with (m, N-  m) degrees of freedom. For the rank test case, the situation is somewhat 
less simple. Obviously, here the natural thing to do also is to replace the original 
random variables (rv's) Xj by adjusted rv's 
(X j - f i ,  j=  1,...,m, 
(1.4) (Xj-9,  j=m+ 1,...,N, 
where fi and 9 are appropriate stimators of the nuisance parameters ~ and v, 
respectively (see e.g. Lehmann (1975), p. 104). Appropriate here typically means 
that m l/2(fi-p) and (N-m)l/z(~-v) are bounded in probability. 
However, this operation clearly destroys the distribution-freeness of our rank 
test. In fact, we cannot even take for granted that the test will be asymptotically 
distribution-free. Several authors, among others Sukhatme (1958), Raghavachari 
(1965) and H~tjek (1970), have investigated under what conditions at least this last 
property is preserved. It turns out that it typically suffices to require symmetry of 
f around 0 and of J around ½. (Note that if J is chosen according to (1.3), the first 
condition implies the second.) Then the test based on the ,Yj can be shown to be 
asymptotically equivalent to the (ideal but not available) test based on the Xj--p, 
j <__ m and the X j -v ,  j>  m, which clearly implies that the first test is asymptotically 
distribution-free. Hence in particular the Capon and Klotz tests based on adjusted 
rv's still have ARE 1 with respect o the F-test under normality and moreover are 
asymptotically distribution-free under symmetric f.
Now we reconsider the situation described above from the following point of 
view. If we want to persuade someone to use a nonpararnetric rather than a classical 
procedure, it is important o impress him by pointing out by the advantage of the 
ponpararnetric over the classical procedure if the ideal model is not true. But it is 
probably even more vital to make clear to him how little he stands to lose if he uses 
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the nonparametric procedure and the ideal model happened to be true after all. If 
we consider the above in this light, then we must conclude that in going from the 
case of known p and v to the case where p and v are nuisance parameters, the non- 
parametric test loses quite a bit of its attractiveness ince in the latter situation we 
no longer have an exact rank test, even if the model is true. 
The aim of the present paper is to show how this additional drawback can be 
removed under the ideal model. The idea is quite simple: the classical approach rests 
on applying orthonormal transformations to both (X1 ,  . . .  , X m) and (X  m + 1, . . . ,  XN) ,  
thus producing two new sets of rv's, say (-Yl,--.,Xm) and 0(m+ l, "'-,)?N). The only 
requirement involved is that in each of these new sets one of the rv's is proportional 
to the corresponding sample mean. Choose e.g. )(l-=m -1/2 ~i"=lXi and ~'N = 
(N_  m) -  l/2 N ~i=m+lXi • In the classical case it is not necessary to worry about an 
actual choice for the remaining ~.  It suffices to note that these rv's have to be in- 
dependent and normal again, with variance a 2 for j=  2, ..., m and variance r 2 for 
j = m + 1 , . . . ,N -  1, but with mean 0 (rather than p or v) for all j involved. 
This last observation reveals how we can obtain an exact rank test if the normal 
model is correct: in contradistinction to the classical case, we now do make an ex- 
plicit choice for ()72,-'-,Z~'m) and (~'m+ 1, " " ,XN- I )  and subsequently we base our 
rank test from (1.1) on these new rv's. Actually such a choice is readily available. 
It is produced by the so-called Helmert transformation (see Kendall and Stuart 
(1969), p. 250). In the present situation we can perform this transformation for 
example as follows: 
E = v (xj- xj), 
~0 2 j -1  Xj= ( j -1 )  l J- ' 
= , - ~ X~, j=2 , . . . ,m,  (1 5) 
j i=1 " 
N 
N-j f xj=(v-j)-' X x,, Of f -N- j+  i=j+, j=m+ I , . . . ,N -  1. 
One easily verifies that these )(j indeed have mean 0, variance ither 0 -2 or r z, and 
moreover are uncorrelated, which under normality means that these rv's are in- 
dependent. 
Hence by using the adjusted rv's )?j rather than the )?j from (1.4), we have in- 
deed removed the additional disadvantage under the ideal model and it may look 
as if we have already achieved our goal. Unfortunately, that is not true. It remains 
to investigate where using the ~ leads to if the normal model does not hold. More 
precisely, in the above we noted that under appropriate symmetry conditions the use 
of the )7i will produce a test which is asymptotically equivalent to the ideal test bas- 
ed on the X j -a  or v. Hence we must demonstrate that the .Sj have a similar pro- 
perty. If  this would not be the case, it would mean a disadvantage which clearly out- 
weighs the advantage observed earlier, and it would not make sense to consider 
using the )?j. 
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In the next sections we shall obtain conditions under which the )?j indeed have 
the desired property. At this point we merely note that, roughly speaking, the )?j 
are more complicated to deal with than the Xj in two respects. In the first place, 
in the )?j we do not use the same estimators for/2 and v all the time, but we let 
these estimators depend on j.  Moreover, for the )?j we typically have that )?j--Xj = 
Op(N- 1/2), whereas in case of the Xj we are faced with rather unpleasant boundary 
effects as typically .~j -  Xj = Op( j -  1/2 + (N - j ) -  1/2). 
2. Asymptotic equivalence of the tests involved 
As was observed in the introduction, our task now is to investigate under what 
circumstances the test based on the )(j from (1.5) is asymptotically equivalent to 
the test based on the Xj-/2, j_< m, and the Xj -  v, j > m. Since this will turn out to 
be a rather technical matter, we shall, besides presenting the main result, restrict 
ourselves in this section to sketching the approach used and the conditions involved. 
The details will be collected in the appendix. 
To begin with we note that, as both tests are translation invariant, we may with- 
out loss of generality assume in the sequel that/2 = v = 0. By a similar argument we 
may also suppose that a = 1. Moreover, it will turn out to be convenient to use a 
slightly more general statistic than W~ from (1.1). To this end we introduce regres- 
sion constants cj satisfying 
N N 
cj=O, ~ c2= 1, max [cj[=O(N-l/2). (2.1) 
j=  1 j=  1 l <_j<_N 
Then we consider the rank statistic WN and the standardized ranks ~j given by 
N N 
WN = ~. cjd(~j), ~j=(N+ 1) -1 ~ u(X j -Xk) ,  (2.2) 
j= l  k=l  
where u(x)= 1 for x>_O and u(x)=0 otherwise. Typically, we will have in mind the 
choice cj = - (N -  m)lZ2m- I/2N- 1/2 j <_ m, cj = m l /2(N- m)-  1/2NX/2, j > m, which 
is appropriate for the two-sample case we are interested in, but we shall not use this 
explicitly. Merely note that for this choice the third condition in (2.1) is fulfilled if 
m/N is bounded away from 0 and 1. As concerns (2.2), note that we take the ap- 
proximate scores case as our starting point. Later on we shall show that the results 
obtained also extend to the case of exact scores. 
In analogy to (2.2), the statistic #N of the test based on the ~ from (1.5) is now 
obtained through standardized ranks ~ as follows 
N- I  N - I  
I7¢N = ~, cjJ(~), ~=(N+ 1)-' X u(J(j-Y(k). (2.3) 
j=2  k=2 
In the next lemma a first set of conditions are given under which the tests based on 
lg~ru from (2.3) and on WN from (2.2) are asymptotically equivalent for testing H0 
against contiguous cale alternatives. 
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Lemma 2.1. Let Xl, ..., Xm and Xm + 1,.'., XN be independent samples frorn the dfs 
F(x) and F(x/(1 + 0)), respectively, where 0 < 0 = O(N- 1/2) and m/N is bounded 
away from 0 and 1. Suppose that the cj satisfy (2.1) and that J from (2.2) and JF 
from (1.3) are square-integrable. Then 
Eo[l~ N-  WN[ =o(1) (2.4) 
implies that 
sup [Po(lg:N<_x)-Po(W,<_x)[ = o(1), (2.5) 
x 
where E o and Po stand for expectation and probability under O. 
Proof. Markov's inequality and (2.4) imply that if'N- WN "--~0 in P0-probability. 
As JF is square-integrable, O= O(N-I/z), and m/N is bounded away from 0 and 1, 
we have contiguity and therefore i f 'N-WN~O also holds in P0-probability for 
0>0. From this result (2.5) follows by Slutsky's theorem (see e.g. Cram& (1946), 
p. 254). [] 
Note that the assumptions above on 0, re~N, J, ,IF and the cj are standard con- 
ditions which are imposed when the test based on WN is used for testing H0 against 
contiguous alternatives. Hence the only additional condition involved is (2.4) and 
it remains to verify when this will hold. In doing so, we will be working under H0 
all the time and therefore we shall in the sequel simply write E and P instead of E0 
and P0- 
In the present situation it seems indicated to attack IS" N-  W N by applying an ex- 
pansion of the type introduced by Hfijek (1968) for the case of WN-- VN, where 
N 
VN= E CjJ(l'j), I'j=F(Xj). (2 .6 )  
j= l  
Since E(WN-  IN) 2= o(1) under the conditions of Lemma 2.1 (cf. H~ijek and gidfik 
(1967), p. 161), we can also consider the expansion for if'N-- VN, rather than the 
one for I,V N-  WN. It will basically look like i f 'u-  VN = ON+ ½Ru, in which 
N-1 
ON= E c:J'(rA( -rA, 
j=2  
,v-, (2.7) 
RN-- E c j J" (Oj~+(1-Oj)F j ) (~-Fj)  2, 
j=2  
where the rv's ~j satisfy 0 _< ~j_  1. If we now are able to show e.g. that E[ RN[ = o(1) 
and E02= o(1), then (2.5) will follow. 
We shall first make some remarks about RN. From (2.7) it is evident that we 
shall have to impose certain conditions on the derivatives of J involved. It is tempt- 
ing to require simply that J" is bounded. Then, as [cj[ = O(N-I/2), showing that 
E[/~N]=O(1) in view of (2.7) boils down to showing that ~jNE1E(~-Fj) 2= 
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o(N-1/2). As typically (~- l " j )=Op( j -1 /2+(N- j ) - l /2 ) ,  this should not be too 
much of a problem. However, boundedness of the second derivative would rule out 
the choice j=(q)- l )2.  But this choice corresponds to the normal case, which 
motivated our approach. Hence we shall have to work with a substantially weaker 
condition, for example of the following nature. Define for s>0 and 0<t< 1 the 
function rs(t) by rs(t)= {t(1- t)}-s, and require that 
J"(t)=O(rz+~(t)), (2.8) 
for some sufficiently small, but nonnegative ct (cf. Albers, Bickel and van Zwet 
(1976) and more in particular Does (1982) for similar conditions). The choice 
s=2+a stems from the fact that for j=(~- ] )2  the minimal value of a such that 
(2.8) holds is precisely 0. 
Unfortunately, using (2.8) rather than boundedness of J" effectively ruins the 
above indicated straightforward approach towards showing that EIRNI =o(1). A 
considerably more delicate analysis is required to handle the case where both J and 
-F j  cause boundary effects. The interested reader is referred to the appendix. 
Here we merely present he result in the theorem below. 
Next we consider ON. Clearly, even if J" (or J ' )  were bounded, the direct 
approach sketched above would never give more in this case than E[QNI= 
O(N -1/2 ~j~21EI~-Fjl), which is typically of order 1, rather than o(1). This in- 
dicates that we need additional conditions here. It turns out that these are precisely 
the symmetry conditions on f and J mentioned earlier in connection with the test 
based on the )?j. Using these assumptions, we shall demonstrate in the appendix 
essentially that EQ2= o(1). 
Combining the results from the appendix we arrive at our main result: 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that m/N & bounded away f rom 0 and 1, that the cj 
satisfy (2.1) and that f '  is bounded. Moreover, assume that f ( -x )=f (x ) ,  
- oo < x < oo, and J(1 - t) = J(t), 0 < t < 1. I f  E IX11 n < oo for n sufficiently large and 
J satisfies (2.8) for  a>_O sufficiently small, then (2.5) holds. I f  moreover 
limt-,0,1 t(1 - t)lJ"(t)l/J'(t)l <2, then (2.5) also holds fo r  exact rather than approx- 
imate scores. 
Proof. By Lemma A.2-A~4 we have that EIRN I =O(1) and by Lemma A.5-A.7 
that EQ2=o(1). Hence (A.5) implies that ElaN--Sol=o(1), from which it 
follows through Lemma A.I that EIWN-VNI =o(1). This in its turn gives that 
El WN- WN[ --- o(1), which in view of Lemma 2.1 shows that (A.5) holds. The last 
statement of the Theorem follows from Lemma A.8. [] 
Remarks. 1. For F= (b, J=  (q~- i)2, the conditions are satisfied. 
2. It can be verified that the minimal value allowed for both n and tt-~ is about 
20. Since this is quite large, it did not seem worthwhile to include the additional 
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details needed to demonstrate his. Note that the large value is caused by the com- 
bined boundary effects of J and ~-F j .  If J" is bounded for example, then any 
n > 4 will do. 
Appendix 
From Section 2 it follows that we shall be dealing with the situation where the 
Xy, j= I , . . . ,N ,  are independent rv's with common d fF  and where the .,('j, 
j=  2, ... ,N -1 ,  are as given by (1.5). From this last definition it is clear that for 
j / (N+ 1) near 0 and 1 the difference X j -X j  will not necessarily be small. Our first 
step will consist of showing that a sufficiently small fraction of such .,~j can be 
omitted without changing the asymptotics. For some 0 with 0 < 0 < ½, introduce the 
following convention: if summation over some index, say i, is abbreviated to ~i, 
it will always be understood to mean 
(1 -#N)N 
, with flN=N-I[N1/2-'~], 
i=flNN+ l
(A.1) 
where [y] means the integer part of y. Then we shall compare l~ s and the ~ from 
(2.3) to 
f'N = EjcjJ(~j), ~tj=flN+N -1 2k u(Xj-)(k). (A.2) 
Note that in going from I~ N to TN, the )(j at the boundaries are removed in two 
respects: in the first place, only the standardized ranks ~j in the 'middle' are used. 
In the second place, in evaluating these ranks, only the ,I( k in the 'middle' are used. 
Moreover note that, whereas the (j. attain values in [(N+ 1)-1, 1 - (N+ 1)-1], the ~tj 
attain values in [fiN, 1 --fiN]. This reveals an additional advantage of using TN: not 
only the boundary effects caused by the ~ are diminished, but also those due to 
J (cf. Does (1982), p. 988). 
Since we want to compare #u to WN and/or VN, we need to introduce counter- 
parts for these statistics too. T N and the q/j are obtained from (A.2) by removing 
A 
the everywhere, while for V u we have (cf. also (2.6)) 
SN = EjcjJ(Aj), Aj=flu+(1-2flm)Fj.  (A.3) 
In the next lemma we show that in order to prove that E]ffV N-  WNI (or 
El #g--  VNI) is o(1), it suffices to show the corresponding result for TN and T N (or 
TN and SN). 
Lemma A.1. Suppose that m/N is bounded away from 0 and 1, that the cj satisfy 
(2.1) and that J satisfies (2.8) for some 0 <_ a < ½. Let J in (A. 1) satisfy a < J < ½, then 
E[TN- IfVN], E]T N-  WN] and EIS N-  VN[ are all o(1). 
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Proof. First we prove the result for 7~N . The argument for TN is identical. We have 
that 
(N~I ) 
17~N - WNI -< -- E j  Ic j l l J (~)l+ 2jlcjllJ(C/j)-J(~)l. (A.4) \j=2 
From (2.8) it follows that J'(t)=O(rl+a(t)) for a_>0 and that J(t)=O(ra(t)) 
for a>0 and O(logrl(t)) for a=0.  Hence the first term in (A.4) is of order 
t~NNN - 1/2Na log N, which is o(1). The second term is slightly more complicated to 
handle. From (2.3) and (A.2) it follows that [~ j -~[  <_3N+N -1 =O(/~N). Conse- 
quently, 
~.,j [Cj[[J(~/j)-- J(~)I =O([3N g-1/2 ~,j [J'(f2j~j+ (1- f2j)~)l), 
for certain rv's f2j with 0___ f2j_< 1. As r s is convex, it follows that the second term 
in (A.4) is 
O(BN N-~/2 ~j{r l÷~(0j )+r~÷~(~)})=O N N-I/2 ~., rl+~(N-lj) 
j=2 
= O(~NN l/2+a) = o(1). 
For SN we use that 
EISN- VN[=O(N-1/2( ~ 
k, k,j=l - ~j)ElJ(~)l 
+ N -1/2 ~,jEIJ(~N+(1 -2PN)Fj)- J(G)I ) 
=O (NI/2#N+ NI/211[J(Bu+ (I - 2BN)t)- J(t)I dt ) =o(1), 
since the integral involved is O(fl~-a), which follows e.g. by splitting the region of 
integration into [fiN, 1-/~N] and its complement. [] 
Hence if J>a  in (A.1), we can in the sequel work with 7"N, TN and SN, rather 
than with if'N, WN and VN. In analogy to (2.7) we consider the expansion 7~N= 
SN + QN + RN, where 
QN = ~.,jcjJ'(Aj)(~tj-Aj), 
RN= Ejcj{J'(Qj~j+ (1- g'2j)Aj)- J'(Aj)}(~j-Aj). 
(A.5) 
First we shall consider the problem of proving that EIRNI =O(1). In Section 2 we 
saw that a straightforward attempt o show that EIRNI = o(1)  failed. Let us again 
apply a heuristic argument to find out whether we may expect o do better now that 
we have replaced/~N by RN. Note that RN can also be written as 
½ EjcjJ"(~jOj+(1-~j)Aj)(~tj--Aj) 2. 
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Now typically (q l j -Aj )2=Op(N -lrl(N-1J)), and this observation, together with 
(2.8) and the convexity of rs, leads to the conjecture that 
EIRNI N -3/2 E j r2+a(N- l j ) _U  -1/2 l I-~N - rz+a(t) dt 
JBN 
~N-  1/2]~N 1 -a~Na+J+aJ. 
Consequently, replacing i~ N by Ru has helped, but it is still not good enough. 
Hence we need an additional argument, and this will be based on the following 
observation: conditional on Xj=xj ,  we typically have that 
( ~tj - Aj )2 = Or (N-  l r  I (N-  lj)/r I (yj)), 
where yj=F(xj) (cf. (2.6)). Using such a result, we will be able to obtain a better 
bound on the rate of growth of e.g.  J ' (Aj)(q/ j -Aj)  2 near 0 and 1 than before 
(cf. Albers, Bickel and van Zwet (1976) and Does (1982) for arguments of a similar 
nature). It will turn out that the improvement achieved indeed suffices to obtain the 
desired result E]RN] = o(1). As a first step we state the following lemma: 
Lemma A.2. Suppose that the conditions of  Lemma A. 1 hold. I f  
Ej {Er2 + 2a(Aj)(~j-Aj)  4} 1/2{Er2 + 2a (~j)} 1/2=°(N1/2) • 
then EIRN] = O(1) will hold. 
(A.6) 
Proof. For 0 < u, o, w < 1 we have that 
I J ' (wo + (1 - w)u)- J ' (u ) l - -  
< 
w)gl 
f? +'1- 
j] ]J'(t)]dt [ =O([rl+a(o)--rl+a(U)]  
= O( lo-  u]r I + a(o)rl + a(U)). 
Application of this result to RN in (A.5) shows that 
]R N I = O( E j ICY Irl +a(~j)rl + ~(Aj )( ~j - As)Z), 
from which the assertion of the lemma follows immediately. [] 
Next we obtain a conditional moment bound on ~j -A j .  
Lemma A.3. Suppose that f '  is bounded. Then, for  each 0 < e < ½, there exists n > 0 
such that EIXI] n < oo implies that for  each s> O, 
I,P.-A. E({ IXj=xj) 
= O(N-  1/2+ erl/2(N- lj)/rl/2(yj) + N-  1 +%, (N- l j ) ) ,  (A .7)  
where yj = F(xj). 
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Proof. We shall write (Oj- A j) = (~ j -  u/j) + (~vj- A j) and prove the result for each 
of these two terms separately. First we consider the more difficult part, which 
clearly is (~ j -  ~,j). From (A.2) and (1.5) it follows that this term can be written as 
Oj -q / j=N- I  E Tjk, 
k.~ (A.8) 
Tjk= u(ej(Xj- ~ ) - ek(Xk -- .ek) -  u(Xj-- Xk). 
Consequently, for integer s we obtain that ( )s 
E(IOj-~ujI'IXj=xj) <-f g-l ~ Irjkl 
k-~ j 
( s ) 
=0 -s ~ ~. . .2~ EH Irjk,[ , (A.9) 
/=1 kl~---:#kl-'#j i=1 
where rjk is obtained by replacing Xj everywhere in Tjk by xj. 
To deal with the last term in (A.9) we proceed as follows: first assume for simpli- 
city that either k<j<m or k>j>m.  Then Xk contains no xj-term. As moreover 
[u(a+x)-u(x)l <-u(la[- Ixl) and u(]alx)= u(x) for all a and x, we use in this situa- 
tion that 
Izjkl <u(tQj-Ok[lXkl + ~jlfCjl + Qklff[kl --QjIXj--Ski). (A. 10) 
Application of Markov's inequality gives that 
P( l~ I _> N-  1/2 + erl/2_ e (N-  'j)) = O(N- nCrne (N-  l j ) )  
= O( (~NN)- ne ) = O(N- P), 
where p can be made arbitrarily large by choosing n sufficiently large for given e. 
For IXkl a similar result holds. Since 10j- Pkl _<N- l {r I (N- l j )  + rl (N- lk)}, it also 
follows that 
p(lai_OkllXkl >_N- l/z +*,lrl/z_Et~,,~,r- lj) + rl/2_ ~ (N- 'k)} )=O(N-p) .  
Finally note that ½ <~oj, Qk< 1. These facts together with (A. 10) lead to the conclu- 
sion that for kl *: "- :/:kt<j<-m or k I :t: ... :/:kt>j>rn, 
! I 
E H I~jk,[ ~ H P(IXk,-Xj[<4N-1/z+*{r~/E(N-I j)+rl/z(N-lk,)}) 
i= 1 iffi I 
+ O((1+ 1)N-P). (A.ll) 
That this result also holds for arbitrary kl *: "" =/: kt can be verified by a similar 
argument. Therefore we shall merely give an indication: let e.g. j<  k< m, then write 
.~k=Xj / (k  - 1)+Xff, and use {Qj+~k/(k--1)}[xj--Xk[ rather than ~j[xj--Xkl in 
(A. 10). 
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The result in (A.11) in its turn gives that 
I 
N- '  E "'" ~] E 1-I Irjk, I 
k t -~ ..- --#ktq: j i= 1 
[ ]' < N -1 ~ P(IXg-xjI<4N-1/E+E{rl/z(N-Ij)+rl/2(N-lk)}) 
k* j  
+O(N-P). (A.12) 
The final argument needed is the following: from the assumption that [f'l---M for 
some finite M, it follows that 1 -F (x )=J~f (y )  dy>_f2(x)/2M for all x. Likewise, 
F(x) >f2(x)/2M and we therefore obtain that f2(x)= O(F(x)( l -F(x))),  and hence 
that f(xj) = O((rl/2(Yj)) - 1 ). Consequently, 
P(lXk- xjt <--lal) = O(lal/rl/2(yj) + a2). (m. 13) 
Combination of (A.9), (A.12) and (A.13) shows that (A.7) holds for (q)g-q/j). 
It remains to show that (A.7) is also true for q/j-Aj. To this end we note that 
N(q/j-Aj) is a binomial rv with parameters (1-  2flN)N and yj, which leads to the 
conclusion that E(lN(q/j- Aj)ls[ x j= xj)=O(NS/2/rs/2(yj)). [] 
Now we shall use the result of this lemma to prove that the expectations occurring 
in (A.6) are sufficiently small to ensure that (A.6) is indeed true. Hence we shall 
show: 
Lemma A.4. Suppose that m/N is bounded away from 0 and 1, that the cj satisfy 
(2.1) and that f '  is bounded. If EIXII" < oo for n sufficiently large and moreover J 
satisfies (2.8) for a >_ 0 sufficiently small, then there exists ~ > a in (A. I) such that 
EIRN I =0(1). (A. 14) 
Proof. Note that under the conditions above we can apply all previous lemma's. We 
shall repeatedly need a positive, but otherwise arbitrarily small constant. For simpli- 
city we shall not write el, 82, etc. for such constants, but instead use e as a generic 
constant. We begin with the first factor in (A.6). Application of (A.7) in this case 
gives that 
{Er2 + 2a(Aj)(~j_ Aj)4} 1/2 
N-4+er4(N-lj) r2+za(t ) . 
Now the second term in this expansion differs from the first by a factor 
O(N-2+~r2(N-lj)flNI-2~)=O(N-2+~NO/2+6)O+2a)), and this can be made o(1), 
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since a, and hence J>  a, can be chosen sufficiently small. It follows that 
{Er2 + 2a(Aj)(~j- Aj) 4 } 1/2=O(N- l +~rl( N -  l j)). (A. 15) 
For the second factor in (A.6) observe that 
gr2 + 2a(~/j) = ~ r2 + 2a(N- lk)p(C/j= N-  lk), 
which is of order 
Ek IrE+ 2a(N-lk)  - r2+ 2a(N-  1( k + 1))I{P((/J<-N-~R)P(~tJ >-1 -- N - lk )} .  
(A.16) 
To deal with this expression, we observe for all (N and q > 0 that 
- -q  ^ 
P(~l j<_N-lk)<_P(gt j<N-lk + (N)+ (N Elqlj-qlj] q 
Since Nq/j is uniform on {fiNN+ 1, fiNN+ 2, ..., (1 --fiN)N}, this leads to 
P( ~tj <_N- l k) = (N-  ~k- f iN)/(1- 2fiN) + O((N+ (NqE]~j- ~uj] q). 
This in its turn gives 
P(~/j <_N- l k ) - (N -  l k -  fiN)~(1 -- 2flN)=O({E[ftj - q/j[ q} 1/(q+ 1)) 
by choosing (N aPpropriately • In view of Lemma A.3 we then arrive at 
P( ~Ij<_N- lk) = (N- 1k-fiN)~(1 - 2fiN) + O(N-  1/2 +erl/2(N- lj)), (A. 17) 
where the factor q/(q + 1) has been omitted since q can be chosen arbitrarily large. 
Application of (A.17) and of the fact that 
lrs(N- ~k)- rs(N- l(k + 1))l =O(N-  ~rs+ ~(N- lk)) 
to (A.16) now leads to the conclusion that 
ErE + 2¢t(~'j) 
= O(N-1 ]~k r2+za(N-lk) + N-3/Z+erl/2(N- l j )  ~k / '3  +2a( N-  lk ) )  
__ O( f i  N 1 - 2a + N - l/2 + erl/2 (N - lj)fiN 2 - 2a ). 
For J sufficiently small, the first term is of a smaller order than the second. Hence 
we have that 
{ Er2 + 2a ( Oj ) } l/Z = O(N1/4 + erl/4(N- lj)). (A. 18) 
Together (A.15) and (A.18) show that the expression in (A.6) is of order 
O(N -3/4+e ~jrs/4(N-l j))=O(N1/4+efi N I/4)=O(N3/8+e), 
which is indeed o(N~/2). Hence, by application of Lemma A.2 the desired result 
(A. 14) now follows. [] 
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From the lemma above it is clear that (A.7) only just suffices to obtain the desired 
result. A simpler bound, independent of j ,  like 
{El ~j - A;I ~ } ~/~ = O(N-  1/2 + erl/z(fl u)) = O(N- 1/4 +~) 
would not have been strong enough. It is also evident hat the minimal n and a-1 
allowed will be quite large. For this reason we have not bothered to give the more 
precise analysis here which would be needed to obtain these values explicitly. We 
just remark that for both quantities the minimaI value will be about 20. Incidentally, 
if J" is bounded, then n = 4 + e will do. 
By proving (A.14) in Lemma A.4, we have concluded our treatment of RN. Next 
we turn to our second task in this appendix, which consists of proving that EQ2= 
o(1) (cf. (A.5)). We shall begin by isolating the essential part of this problem in the 
following lemma. 
Lemma A.5.  Suppose that the conditions of  Lemma A.4 hold. Then EQ2=o(1)  
will hold if (cf. (A.8)) 
N-2E  E E cicjJ'(Ai)J'(Aj) E E Tik Tjt=°(I)- 
i--#j k¢=i I.-#j 
k¢= l
(A. 19) 
Proof. From (A.5) it follows that 
EQZ <_2E{ ~_~jcjJ'(Aj)(q/j-~j)}2 + 2E{ E jc j J ' (A j ) (q / j -A j )}  2. (A.20) 
Since the J'(Aj)(qlj-Aj) are identically distributed, while moreover 
~i.~ cic,= ~=. - ~,, cj - ~.;cf=O(Nfl2+ 1)=0(1) 
(cf. once more Does (1982), p. 988), it follows that the last term in (A.20) is 
O(~,~cEE{j'(Aj)}2(~j-Aj)2). As E((~,j-Aj)EIXj=xj)=O(N-I/rlO,j)) this ex- 
pression in its turn is 
0 r2+2a(t ) Q(t) d O(N- +")=o(1). 
JPN 
where again e is a generic arbitrarily small positive constant. Using (A.7) we can in- 
cidentally show in precisely the same way that O( ~j c2E{J'(Aj)}E(~j- ~uj) 2) = o(1). 
To prove (A. 19) it thus remains to show that 
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As [~k,i,j Tik Tjkl < Ek.jlTjkl we obtain in view of Lemma A.3 (see in particular 
(A.9)) that 
]cicjEJ'(Ai)J'(Aj) Ek.,,j Tik Tjk[ 
=O({EIJ'(Ai)I s/(~- a)}2(s-1)/~{E( N-1 Ek. j  ] Tjk l) ~ } l /s )  
= O(N-1/2 + *rl/E(N- Ij)), 
from which the desired result follows. [] 
The obvious way to deal with (A. 19) seems to be to first evaluate the expectation 
of Tik Tit conditional on all rv's involved, except Xk and X t. However, here the 
complication arises that X k and Xt may also occur in )?i, Xk, )(j, and )?t. To over- 
come this difficulty, we shall carry out the following program: we replace every- 
where in Xi, )(k, )(j and R t the rv's X e and Xt by independent copies )(k and -~t, 
and we denote the resulting averages by -~i I k, t, Xk l t, )(J I k, t and )(t I k respectively. 
Then we define 
Tik t l= U(Xi -  Xk - Xi  l k, l+ Qi- lQk f(k l l) - U(Xi -  Xk), (A.21) 
and similarly Tjt [k- Now it will suffice tO show that the effect of replacing Tik Tit 
by T/k liT jr I k is negligible and moreover that after such a replacement, (A. 19) will 
hold. The first of these steps is contained in the following lemma. 
Lemma A.6. Suppose that the conditions of Lemma A.4 hold. Then 
N-2E ~., ~., cicjJ'(Ai)J'(Aj) ~ ~ {TikTjt- TikttTjtlk}=o(1). (A.22) 
i,:j k..i I . j  
k~l 
Proof. Since 
T, kltTjtlk- Tik Tit= (T~k i t -  Tik)rjl+ TiklATjzik - Tjt), 
we can split the expression in (A.22) into two parts and prove the result for each 
of these parts separately. As both terms are very similar, we shall restrict attention 
to the first one. From (A.8) and (A.21) it follows that 
1Tiklt- Tik[ <u(2N -1 {r l (N - l i )+  r l (N- lk)}{]Xkl  + I)(kl + IXll + I.J(/I } 
- leAxi -  Xk- YCi lk, z) ÷ ekXk Izl). 
Treating Tjt as in Lemma A.3, we then obtain, since P([Xk[ >Ne) = O(N -p) with 
p arbitrarily large, that 
E(IT kl,- T,k)Tjtl IX,=xi, Xj=xj) 
<--P(loi(Xk-xi+Xilk, t ) -QkXkl l l<8N- l+~{rl (N- l i )+r l (N- lk)} 
A IXl - xy I < 4N-  1/2 +e {rz/z(N- l j )  + rl/z(N- 1 l)} 
+ 2N-'+e{r (N-tj)+rl(U-'l)}{lxil+lxjl} lXi=xi, Xj=xj) 
+ O(N-P),  
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which implies that 
N-2 2 E e(lTiklt-- Tik)TjtllXi=xi, Xj=xj) 
k~i I~j  
k~l  
= O(N- 3/2 + erl (N-  l i){ rl/2(N- l j )  + N-  l/2(ixil + Ixj I)rl (g -  l j)}). 
From this result it readily follows that the desired expectation is O(N-J/2+e)= 
o(1). [] 
The second and final step is: 
Lemma A.7. Suppose that the conditions of Lemma A.4 hold. Moreover, assume 
that 
f ( -x )=f (x ) ,  -oo<x<oo,  J (1 - t )=J ( t ) ,  0<t<l .  (A.23) 
Then (A.19) holds if Tik Tjt is replaced by TikltTjtlk. 
Proof. We have that 
E(ZikllTjtlk [S i - -x i ,  S j=x j )  
= E({F(xi -Xi+ ~[ xOkf(k)--F(xi)} 
× {F(xj-Rj+~oflQif(t)-F(xj)} ]Xi=x i, Xj.=xj) 
= E ( (e i- l e k ff(k - S i  )(Q j1Q l.f(l - ff(j ) l X i  = xi, X j  = xj ) 
+o( ((x +xh(x, +xhlxi=xi, x j  = xj)). 
Since (A.23) implies that e.g. EJ'(Aj)f(Xj)= 0, the result now follows by straight- 
forward computation. [] 
This concludes our task of proving that EQ2N = o(1). The last point we have to 
deal with is that of showing that the results obtained continue to hold if we replace 
our approximate scores by exact scores (cf. (1.2)). We have: 
Lemma A.8. Suppose that the Cj satisfy (2.1), that J satisfies (2.8) for some 
0 <_ a < ½ and that moreover 
lim t(1 - t) J"(t) < 2. (A.24) 
,-.o.1 J'(t) 
Then all previous lemma's continue to hold if exact rather than approximate scores 
are used. 
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Proof. According to Albers, Bickel and van Zwet (1976), p. 152, we have under 
(A.24) that 
IEJ(Uj:N)--J((N+ 1)-lj)l=O(N-l/rl(N-lj)+ N-1IJ'((N+ 1)- lj)]). 
Consequently, 
N-I~2 E IEJ(Uj:N)-J(( N+ 1)-lJ))l =O N-3/2 ~ [J'((N+ 1)-lj)l 
j= l  j= l  
= O(N-  1/2+ a)  = o(1), 
from which the desired result follows. 
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